Parma University, 8-13 September 2014
Str. M. D’Azeglio 85, Room K1/K3

DIGMEDTEXT Principal Investigator: Isabella Andorlini (Parma University)
Instructors: Rodney Ast, Julia Lougovaya, Nicola Reggiani (Heidelberg University)

We hope to be able to offer some follow-up internships after the session, to enable participants to strengthen their experience under supervision.

Each participant should bring a wireless-enabled laptop

Programme

Monday 8 room K1

10.00-13.00 Introduction to SoSOL (R. Ast, J. Lougovaya): XML and Leiden+ markup; text layout; the Editor (menus, helpers, etc.)
13.00-15.00 Lunch break
15.00-17.00 Training: digitization of sample documentary papyri
17.00-18.00 Medicalia Online: overview and criteria
(A. Maravela, I. Bonati)

Tuesday 9 room K3

10.00-12.00 The new platform for literary papyri: discussion (I. Andorlini, R. Ast)
12.00-13.00 Introduction to the CPGM Online Project: overview and improvements
(N. Reggiani, M. Centenari, L. Iori)
13.00-15.00 Lunch break
15.00-17.00 Training: digitization of sample medical texts
17.00-18.00 Medicalia online: discussion

Wednesday 10 room K1

10.00-13.00 Training: digitization of sample literary texts
13.00-15.00 Lunch break
15.00-18.00 Training: digitization of sample medical texts

Thursday 11 room K3

10.00-13.00 Training: digitization of sample literary texts in different Communities
13.00-15.00 Lunch break
15.00-18.00 Training: digitization of sample medical texts

Friday 12 room K3

10.00-13.00 Training: digitization of sample literary texts in different Communities.
Summary of the learned data and questions.

Saturday 13 room K3

10.00-13.00 Medicalia online.
16.00-18.00 Criteria for the new platform: summary by the Board

Participants
Francesca BERTONAZZI (Parma) Andrea BERNINI (Heidelberg) Isabella BONATI (Parma) Nicoletta CANZIO (Cassino) Gianmario CATTANE0 (Torino) Margherita CENTENARI (Parma) Francesca CORAZZA (Berlin) Vincenzo DAMIANI (Würzburg) Lucio DEL CORSO (Cassino) Gianluca DEL MASTRO (Napoli)
Carlos HERNANDEZ GARCES (Oslo) Luca IORI (Parma) David LEITH (Exeter) Raffaele LUISELLI (Roma Sapienza) Anastasia MARAVELA (Oslo) Maddalena MAURIELLO (Napoli) Federica NICOLARDI (Napoli) Graziano RANOCCHIA (Roma CNR) Letizia RIVERA (Tormo)

http://www.papirologia.unipr.it/ERC